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1. Introduction

Novel achievements of nano- and microelectronics are closely connected with working-out of new semiconductor materials. Among them the compounds II-VI (where A = Cd, Zn, Hg and B = O, S, Se, Te) are of special interest. Due to unique physical properties these materials are applicable for design of optical, acoustical, electronic, optoelectronic and nuclear and other devices [1-3]. First of all the chalcogenide compounds are direct gap semiconductors where the gap value belongs to interval from 0.01 eV (mercury chalcogenides) up to 3.72 eV (ZnS with zinc blende crystalline structure) as potential active elements of optoelectronics they allow overlapping the spectral range from 0.3 µm to tens µm if using them as photodetectors and sources of coherent and incoherent light. The crystalline structure of II-VI compounds is cubic and hexagonal without the center of symmetry is a good condition for appearing strong piezoeffect. Crystals with the hexagonal structure have also pyroelectric properties. This feature may be used for designing acoustoelectronic devices, amplifiers, active delay lines, detectors, tensile sensors, etc. [1-2]. Large density of some semiconductors (CdTe, ZnTe, CdSe) makes them suitable for detectors of hard radiation and α-particles flow [4-5]. The mutual solubility is also important property of these materials. Their solid solutions give possibility to design new structures with in-advance defined gap value and parameters of the crystalline lattice, transmission region, etc. [6].

Poly- and monocrystalline films of II-VI semiconductors are belonging to leaders in field of scientific interest during the last decades because of possibility of constructing numerous devices of opto-, photo-, acoustoelectronics and solar cells and modules [2-5]. However, there are also challenges the scientists are faced due to structural peculiarities of thin chalcogenide layers which are determining their electro-physical and optical characteristics. The basic requirements for structure of thin films suitable for manufacturing various microelectronic devices are as follows: preparing stoichiometric single phase
monocrystalline layers or columnar strongly textured polycrystalline layers with low concentration of stacking faults (SF), dislocations, twins with governed ensemble of point defects (PD) [7-8]. However, an enormous number of publications points out the following features of these films: tend to departure of stiochiometric composition, co-existing two polymorph modifications (sphalerite and wurtzite), lamination morphology of crystalline grains (alternation of cubic and hexagonal phases), high concentration of twins and SF, high level of micro- and macrostresses, tend to formation of anomalous axial structures, etc. [2-3, 9]. Presence of different defects which are recombination centers and deep traps does not improve electro-physical and optical characteristics of chalcogenide layers. It restricts the application of the binary films as detector material, basic layers of solar energy photoconvertors, etc.

Thus, the problem of manufacturing chalcogenide films with controllable properties for device construction is basically closed to the governing of their defect structure investigated in detail. We will limit our work to the description of results from the examination of parameters of localized states (LS) in polycrystalline films CdTe, ZnS, ZnTe by the methods of injection and optical spectroscopy.

1.1. Defect classification in layers of II-VI compounds

Defects’ presence (in the most cases the defects of the structure are charged) is an important factor affecting structure-depended properties of II-VI compounds [3, 5, 10]. Defects of the crystalline structure are commonly PD, 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional ones [11-12]. Vacancies (V$_A$, V$_B$), interstitial atoms (A$_i$, B$_i$), antistructural defects (A$_B$, B$_A$), impurity atoms located in the lattice sites (C$_A$, C$_B$) and in the intersites (C$_i$) of the lattice are defects of the first type. However, the antistructural defects are not typical for wide gap materials (except CdTe) and they appear mostly after ionizing irradiation [13-14]. The PD in chalcogenides can be one- or two-charged. Each charged native defect forms LS in the gap of the semiconductor, the energy of the LS is $\Delta E_i$ either near the conduction band (the defect is a donor) or near the valence band (then the defect is an acceptor) as well as LS formed in energy depth are appearing as traps for charge carriers or recombination centers [15-16]. Corresponding levels in the gap are called shallow or deep LS. If the extensive defects are minimized the structure-depending properties of chalcogenides are principally defined by their PD. The effect of traps and recombination centers on electrical characteristics of the semiconductor materials is considered in [16]. We have to note that despite a numerous amount of publications about PD in Zn-Cd chalcogenides there is no unified theory concerning the nature of electrically active defects for the range of chalcogenide vapor high pressures as well as for the interval of high vapor pressure of chalcogen [13-14, 17-18].

Screw and edge dislocations are defects of second type they can be localized in the bulk of the crystalites or they form low-angled boundaries of regions of coherent scattering (RCS). Grain boundaries, twins and surfaces of crystals and films are defects of the third type. Pores and precipitates are of the 4th type of defects. All defects listed above are sufficiently
influencing on physical characteristics of the real crystals and films of II-VI compounds due to formation of LS (along with the PD) in the gap of different energy levels [17-20].

2. Using injection spectroscopy for determining parameters of localized states in II-VI compounds

2.1. Theoretical background of the injection spectroscopy method

The LS in the gap of the semiconductor make important contribution to the function of the device manufactured from the material solar cells, phodetectors, γ-ray detectors and others, for example, carriers’ lifetime, length of the free path, etc., thus making their examination one of them most important problems of the semiconductor material science [3-5, 8, 13, 14, 18].

There are various methods for investigation of the energy position \(E_t\), concentration \(N_t\) and the energy distribution of the LS [21-23]. However, their applicability is restricted by the resistance of the semiconductors, and almost all techniques are suitable for low-resistant semiconductors. At the investigation of the wide gap materials II-VI the analysis of current-voltage characteristics (CVC) at the mode of the space-charge limited current (SCLC) had appeared as a reliable tool [24-25]. The comparison of experimental and theoretical CVCs is carried out for different trap distribution: discrete, uniform, exponential, double-exponential, Gaussian and others [26-36]. This method is a so-called direct task of the experiment and gives undesirable errors due to in-advance defined type of the LS distribution model used in further working-out of the experimental data. The information obtained is sometimes unreliable and incorrect.

Authors [37-40] have proposed novel method allowing reconstructing the LS energy distribution immediately from the SCLC CVC without the pre-defined model (the reverse task), for example, for organic materials with energetically wide LS distributions [41-42]. However, the expressions presented in [37-40], as shown by our studies [43-45], are not suitable for analysis of experimental data for mono- and polycrystalline samples with energetically narrow trap distributions. So, we use the principle [37-40] and obtain reliable and practically applicable expressions for working-out of the real experiments performed for traditional II-VI compounds.

Solving the Poisson equation and the continuity equation produces SCLC CVC for rectangular semiconductor samples with traps and deposited metallic contacts, where the source contact (cathode) provides charge carriers’ injection in the material [24-25]:

\[
j = e\mu E(x)n_i(x),
\]

\[
dE(x) = \frac{\varepsilon e \left[ (n_i(x) - n_{i0}) + \sum_j (n_{j}(x) - n_{j0}) \right]}{\varepsilon E_0} = \frac{en_i(x)}{\varepsilon E_0},
\]

(1)

(2)
where \( j \) current density passes through the sample;
\( e \) electron charge;
\( \mu \) drift carrier mobility;
\( \varepsilon \) dielectric constant;
\( \varepsilon_0 \) permittivity of the material

\( E(x) \) is an external electric field changing by the depth of the sample; this field injects free carriers from the source contact (cathode) \( (x=0) \) to the anode collecting the carriers \( (x=d) \);

\( n(x) \) is the free carriers’ concentration at the injection;
\( n_0 \) is the equilibrium free carriers concentration;

\( \mathcal{n}_j(x) \) is the concentration of carriers confined by the traps of the \( j \)-group with the energy level \( E_j \);

\( n_{jt0} \) is the equilibrium carriers concentration trapped by the centers of the \( j \)-group;

\( n_s(x) \) is a total concentration of the injected carriers.

The set of equations (1), (2) is commonly being solved with a boundary condition \( E(0)=0 \).
The set is soluble if the function from \( n_f \) and \( \mathcal{n}_j \) is known. We assume that all LS in the material are at thermodynamic equilibrium with corresponding free bands, then their filling-in by the free carriers is defined by the position of the Fermi quasi-level \( E_F \). Using the Boltzmann statistics for free carriers and the Fermi – Dirac statistics for the localized carriers we can write [39-40]:

\[
\mathcal{n}_j(x) = N_{cvj} \exp \left( \frac{E_{cvj}(x) - E_j(x)}{kT} \right),
\]

\[
\mathcal{n}_j(E,x) = \frac{\hbar(E,x)}{1 + g \exp \left( \frac{E(x) - E_j(x)}{kT} \right)}.
\]

where \( N_{cvj} \) are states density in conduction band (valence band);
\( E_{cvj} \) is energy of conduction band bottom (valence band top);
\( k \) is Boltzmann constant;
\( T \) is the temperature of measurements;
\( E_F(x) \) is the Fermi quasi-level at injection;

\( g \) is a factor of the spin degeneration of the LS which depends on its charge state having the following values: \(-1/2, 1 \) or \( 2 \) (typically \( g = 1 \)) [15, 39-40].

The zero reference of the trap energy level in the gap of the material will be defined relatively to the conduction band or valence band depending on the type \( (n \) or \( p) \) of the examined material: \( E_{CV} = 0 \).
The set of equations (1)–(2) can also be reduced to integral relations. Detailed determination of these ratios presented in [37].

\[
\frac{1}{j} = \frac{1}{e \mu d} \int \frac{dn_j}{e s_j n_j^* \left[ (n_i - n_{i,j}) + \sum_{j'} (n_j - n_{j,j}) \right]} = y,
\]

(5)

\[
\frac{U}{j^2} = \frac{e \varepsilon \varepsilon_0}{e (e \mu)^2} \int \frac{dn_j}{e s_j n_j^* \left[ (n_i - n_{i,j}) + \sum_{j'} (n_j - n_{j,j}) \right]} = z,
\]

(6)

where \(j, U\) are current density and voltage applied to the sample;

\(d\) is the sample thickness;

\(n_{s,j}, n_{a,j}\) are free carriers’ concentration in cathode and anode, respectively.

Equations (5) and (6) determine SCLC CVCs in parametric form for an arbitrary distribution of LS in the gap of the material.

At thermodynamic equilibrium the total concentration \(n_{0,j}\), the carriers concentration for those localized on the traps \(n_{t,j}\), and the free carriers’ concentration in the semiconductor \(n_{f,j}\) are in the function written as follows: 

\[n_{0,j} = n_{s,j} + n_{a,j}\]

\[n_{t,j} = N_{\text{trap}} \exp \left( \frac{E_{\text{F0}} - E_{F0}}{kT} \right) \]

in case when \(E_c - E_{F0} \geq 3kT\) (3kT= 0.078 eV at the room temperature; \(E_{F0}\) is the equilibrium Fermi level. It must be emphasized that this charge limits the current flow through the sample and determines the form of the SCLC CVC.

The carriers’ injection from the source contact leads to appearance of the space charge \(\rho\) in the sample, formed by the free carriers and charge carriers localized in the traps, 

\[\rho = e n_i = e [(n_i - n_{0,j}) - (n_{t,j} - n_{f,j})] \]

where \(n_i\) is the concentration of injected carriers.

Under SCLC mode the concentration of injected carriers is considerably larger than their equilibrium concentration in the material and, at the same time, it is sufficiently lower than the total concentration of the trap centers \(n_{t,j} \ll n_i \ll N_{\text{trap}}\). Thus, in further description we will neglect the second term in the expression written above (except some special cases). Then we have

\[\rho = e n_i(x) - e \sum_j n_j(x)\]

Using (5) and (6) we find the first and second derivatives of \(z\) from \(y\):

\[z' = \frac{dz}{dy} = \frac{dU}{d(j^2)} = \frac{d}{j^2} = \frac{d}{e \mu m_j}.
\]

(7)
\( z'' = \frac{d^2z}{dy^2} = \frac{d}{d(1/j)} \frac{d\left(U/j^2\right)}{d(1/j)} = \frac{\rho d^2}{\varepsilon \varepsilon_0} \) \hspace{1cm} (8)

As the SCLC CVC are commonly represented in double-log scale [24-25], equations (7), (8) are rewritten using derivatives: \( \eta = \frac{d\ln(j)}{d\ln(U)} \), \( \eta' = \frac{d'\ln(j)}{d\ln(U)} \), \( \eta'' = \frac{d''\ln(j)}{d\ln(U)} \).

Then we have

\[
\eta = \frac{\eta}{2\eta - 1} \frac{j d}{e \mu dU} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{j d}{e \mu dU},
\]

\[
\rho = \frac{2\eta - 1}{\eta} \left[ 1 - \frac{\eta'}{\eta \left(2\eta - 1\right)\left(\eta - 1\right)} \right] \frac{e \varepsilon_0 dU}{d\varepsilon'}, = \alpha \beta \frac{e \varepsilon_0 dU}{d\varepsilon'},
\]

where \( \alpha = \frac{2\eta - 1}{\eta} \), \( \beta = \frac{\eta - 1}{\eta} \left[ 1 - \frac{\eta'}{\eta \left(2\eta - 1\right)\left(\eta - 1\right)} \right] = \frac{\eta - 1}{\eta} \left(1 + B\right) \).

Further we will neglect the index \( a \).

As a result, the Poisson equation and the continuity equation give fundamental expressions for a dependence of the free carrier concentration in the sample \( \eta \) (the Fermi quasi-level energy) and space charge density at the anode \( \rho \) on the voltage \( U \) and the density of the current \( j \) flowing through the structure metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM).

Now let us consider the practical application of expressions (7) and (8) or (9) and (10) for reconstructing the trap distribution in the gap of the investigated material. We would restrict with the electron injection into n-semiconductor.

If the external voltage changes the carriers are injected from the contact into semiconductor; at the same time, the Fermi quasi-level begins to move between the LS distributed in the gap from the start energy \( E_{F0} \) up to conduction band. This displacement \( \Delta E_F \) leads to filling-in of the traps with the charge carriers and, consequently, to the change of the conductivity of the structure. Correspondingly, under intercepting the Fermi quasi-level and the monoenergetical LS the CVC demonstrates a peculiarity of the current [24-25]. As the voltage and current density are in the function of the LS concentration with in-advanced energy position and the Fermi quasi-level value we obtain a possibility to scan the energy distributions. This relationship is a physical base of the injection spectroscopy method (IS).

Increase of the charge carriers \( dn \) in the material at a low change of the Fermi level position is to be found from the expression:

\[
\frac{1}{e} \frac{d\rho}{dE_F} = \frac{dn}{dE_F} \approx \frac{dn}{dE_F} = \frac{dn}{dE_F}.
\]
The carrier concentration on deep states can be found from the Fermi-Dirac statistics

\[ n_i = \int_{E_i}^{E} n_s(E) dE = \int_{E_i}^{E} (h(E) f(E - E_i) dE + n_i), \quad (12) \]

where \( dn_s(E)/dE \) is a function describing the energy distribution of trapped carriers; \( h(E) = dN_t/dE \) is a function standing for the energy trap distribution; \( E_i, E \) are energies of start and end points for the LS distribution in the gap of the material.

It is assumed that the space trap distribution in the semiconductor is homogeneous by the sample thickness then \( h(E, x) = h(E) \).

After substitution of (12) in (11) we obtain a working expression for the functions \( d\rho/dE \) and \( h(E) \)

\[ \frac{1}{e} \frac{d\rho}{dE} \approx \frac{dN_t}{dE} \approx \int_{E_i}^{E} (h(E) d(F(E - E_i)) + n_i) \]

Thus, at arbitrary temperatures of the experiment the task of reconstructing LS distributions reduces to finding function \( h(E) \) from the convolution (12) or (13) using known functions \( n_s(E) \) or \( d\rho/dE \). The expression (12) is the most preferable [39-40]. In general case the solution is complex and it means determining the function \( h(E) \) from the convolution (12) or (13) if one of the functions \( n_s \) or \( d\rho/dE \) is known [43-45]. We have solved this task according the Tikhonov regularization method [46]. If the experiment is carried at low temperatures (liquid nitrogen) the problem is simplified while the Fermi-Dirac function in (13) may be replaced with the Heaviside function and, neglecting \( n_f \), we obtain

\[ \frac{1}{e} \frac{d\rho}{dE} \approx \frac{dN_t}{dE} \approx h(E). \quad (14) \]

This equation shows that the function \( 1/e \cdot d\rho/dE = E \) at low-temperature approximation immediately produces the trap distribution in the gap of the semiconductor. Using (7) and (8), we transform the expression (14) for practical working-out of the experimental SCLC CVC. As the free carrier concentration and the space charge density are to be written as follows:

\[ n_j = \frac{d}{e\mu} \frac{j}{2U - U_j^t}, \quad (15) \]

\[ \frac{D}{e} = \frac{(U_j^t + 2U_j^t + 2U)}{ed^2}, \quad (16) \]

the expression (14) will be

\[ h(E) \approx \frac{1}{kT} \frac{D}{ed^2} = \frac{1}{kT} \frac{U_j^t + 2U_j^t}{ed^2} \]

\[ \approx \frac{1}{kT} \frac{d\rho}{dE} \frac{U_j^t + 2U_j^t}{ed^2}. \quad (17) \]
Using derivatives \( \eta, \eta', \eta'' \) this expression is easily rewritten:

\[
\eta(E) \approx \frac{1}{e} \frac{d \rho}{d E} = \frac{e \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 E}{kT \varepsilon d^2} \left[ \frac{1}{\eta^2} + \frac{(3\eta - 3)\eta \eta' - \eta \eta'' + 3\eta'^2}{\eta^2((2\eta - 1)(\eta - 1) - \eta'/2)} \right].
\]

(18)

The expression (18) is also can be written with the first derivative \( \eta \) only. Denote

\[
C = \left( \frac{3\eta - 3)\eta \eta' - \eta \eta'' + 3\eta'^2}{\eta^2((2\eta - 1)(\eta - 1) - \eta'/2)} \right) \left( \frac{d \ln(1 + B)}{d \ln U} \right) \left( \frac{2\eta - 1}{1 + (\eta - 1)B} \right),
\]

where \( B = \frac{1}{\eta(2\eta - 1)(\eta - 1) d \ln U} \).

We obtained an expression used by authors [39-40] for analysis of energetically wide LS distributions in organic semiconductors.

\[
\eta(E) \approx \frac{1}{e} \frac{d \rho}{d E} = \frac{e \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 E}{kT \varepsilon d^2} \left[ \frac{1}{\eta^2} + \frac{1}{\eta - 1} \frac{1 + C}{1 + B} \right].
\]

(19)

To make these expressions suitable for the working-out of SCLC CVC for the semiconductors with energetically narrow trap distributions we write them with reverse derivatives \( \gamma, \gamma', \gamma'' \):

\[
\gamma = \frac{d \ln(1 + B)}{d \ln U}, \quad \gamma' = \frac{d^2 \ln(1 + B)}{d \ln U^2}, \quad \gamma'' = \frac{d^3 \ln(1 + B)}{d \ln U^3}.
\]

As a result:

\[
\eta(E) \approx \frac{1}{e} \frac{d \rho}{d E} = \frac{e \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 E}{kT \varepsilon d^2} \left[ \frac{(2\gamma - 3)\gamma' + \gamma'' + \gamma}{(2 - \gamma)(1 - \gamma) + \gamma'} \right] (2 - \gamma).
\]

(20)

Solving the set of equations (3) and (7) gives energetical scale under re-building deep trap distributions. Using various derivatives we obtain

\[
E_i = kT \ln \frac{\mu N_{C,0}}{\varepsilon d} + kT \ln \frac{2U - Uj}{U} = kT \ln \frac{\mu N_{C,0}}{\varepsilon d} + kT \ln \frac{j}{U} + kT \ln \frac{\eta}{2 - \gamma} = kT \ln \frac{\mu N_{C,0}}{\varepsilon d} + kT \ln \frac{j}{U} + kT \ln \frac{1}{2 - \gamma}.
\]

(21)

Using sets of equations (17) - (18) or (20) - (21) allows to find a function describing the LS distribution in the gap immediately from the SCLC CVC. To re-build the narrow or monoenergetical trap distributions (typical for common semiconductors) the most suitable expressions are written with derivatives. The first derivative \( \gamma \) defines the slope of the CVC section in double-log scale relative to the current axis, the \( \eta \) defines the slope of the CVC section in double-log scale relative to the voltage axis. For narrow energy distributions this
angle $\eta$ is too large, and under complete filling-in of the traps it closes to [24-25]. However, it means the slope to the current axis is very small allowing finding the first and higher order derivatives with proper accuracy [44, 45, 48]. It is important that the narrowest trap distributions give the higher accuracy under determination of the derivatives $\gamma, \gamma', \gamma''$!

If the distributions in the semiconductor are energetically broadened all expressions (17), (18), and (20) can be used as analytically identical formulas.

As is seen from the expressions written above, in order to receive information about LS distribution three derivatives are to be found at each point of the current-voltage function in various coordinates. Due to experimental peculiarities we had to build the optimization curve as an approximation of the experimental data with it’s further differentiation at the sites. The task was solved by constructing smoothing cubic spline [47]. However, the numerical differentiation has low mathematical validity (the error increases under calculation of higher order derivatives). To achieve maximum accuracy we have used the numerical modeling with solving of direct and reverse tasks.

Under solving the direct task we have calculated the functions $\rho - E_F$ and $1/e d^2 \rho/dE_F - E_F$ on base of known trap distribution in the gap of the material (the input distribution) using the expressions (12) and (13). Then we have built the theoretical SCLS CVCs ((5), (6)). The mathematical operations are mathematically valid. To solve the reverse problem of the experiment CVCs were worked out using the differential technique based on expressions (17), (21), (18), (20). As a result we have again obtained the deep centers’ distribution in the gap of the material (output distribution). Coincidence of the input and output trap distributions was a criterion of the solution validity under solving the reverse task. Further the program set was used for numerical working-out of the experimental CVCs [43-45, 48].

2.2. Determination of deep trap parameters from the functions $1/e d^2 \rho/dE_F - E_F$ under various energy distributions

Now we determine how the energy position and the trap concentration under presence of the LS in the gap may be found for limit cases by the known dependence $1/e d^2 \rho/dE_F - E_F$. In the case of mono-level the LS distribution can be written as $h(E) = N_\delta(E - E_c)$, where $\delta$ is a delta-function.

After substituting this relationship in (12), (13) we obtain

$$n_e \approx n_i = \frac{N_i}{1 + g \exp \left( \frac{E_e - E_c}{kT} \right)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

$$\frac{1}{e} \frac{d^2 \rho}{dE_F} \approx \frac{d n_i}{dE_F} = \frac{gN_i \exp \left( \frac{E_e - E_c}{kT} \right)}{kT(1 + g \exp \left( \frac{E_e - E_c}{kT} \right))^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)
The value of the last function at the maximum \((E_f=E_t)\) is
\[
\left(\frac{1}{e \frac{d\rho}{dE}}\right)_{t_{in}} = \frac{gN_t}{kT(1+g)^2},
\]
or at \(g=1\)
\[
\left(\frac{1}{e \frac{d\rho}{dE}}\right)_{t_{in}} = \frac{N_t}{4kT}.
\]

Then
\[
N_t = 4kT \left(\frac{1}{e \frac{d\rho}{dE}}\right)_{t_{in}}.
\] (24)

Thus, building the function \(1/e \frac{d\rho}{dE} \cdot E\) and finding the maximums by using (24) gives the concentration of discrete monoenergetical levels. The energy position of the maximum immediately produces energy positions of these levels.

If the LS monotonically distributed by energy \(h(E)=AN=\text{const}\) are in the gap of the material it is easy to obtain
\[
N_t = h(E) = \frac{1}{e \frac{d\rho}{dE}}.
\] (25)

In other words the trap concentration in the sample under such distributions is immediately found from the function \(1/e \frac{d\rho}{dE} \cdot E\).

In general case when LS distribution in the gap of the material is described by the arbitrary function their concentration is defined by the area under the curve \(1/e \frac{d\rho}{dE} \cdot E\) and at low temperatures can be found from the relationship \(N_t = \int h(E)dE\). Under reconstruction of such distributions from the SCLC CVC these distributions are energetically broadening depending on the temperature of experiment [43-45]. LS energy positions are again determined by the maximums of the curve.

The correct determination of the trap concentration from the dependence \(1/e \frac{d\rho}{dE} \cdot E\) may be checked out by using the function \(\rho \cdot E\). In case of the mono-level where the Fermi quasi-level coincides with the LS energy position, it is easy to obtain from (22) - \([n_i]_{t_{in}} = N_t/(1+g)\), then \(N_t = (1+g)[n_i]_{t_{in}}\). If \(g=1\) then \([n_i]_{t_{in}} = N_t/2\), \(N_i = [2n_i]_{t_{in}}\).

If the LS distribution is a Gaussian function \(h(E) = \frac{N_t}{\sigma(2\pi)^{1/2}} \exp\left(-\frac{E-E_t}{\sqrt{2}\sigma^2}\right)\) the relationship for determination of \(N_t\) is analogous to that described above.

Earlier [43-45] we have described the effect of experimental factors on accuracy of determining parameters of the deep centers by IC method. In Ref. [44, 45, 48] it was shown
that the neglecting third order derivative or even the second order derivative does not lead to considerable decrease of the accuracy in determination of the LS parameters. It was demonstrated that under neglecting the 3rd order derivative in (20) the error in definition of the function \( h(E) \) at the point \( E_r = E_t \) is no more than 0.4%. At the same time this error is somewhat larger in the interval \( E_r - E_t - kT \) but is not larger than \( (4-7)\% \). Such a low error of the calculation of the LS parameters is caused by the interception of zero point and the derivative \( \gamma'' \) near the point \( E = E_t \) (commonly in the range of \( |E_r - E_t| < 0.2kT \)). As a result (regarding the absence of accurate experimental measurement of the 3rd derivative) it does not affect the differential working-out of CVCs in the most important section where the Fermi quasi-level coincides with the LS energy position.

If the second order derivative in the working expressions is neglected the error of the defining the function \( h(E) \) in the most principal \( (E_r \approx E_t) \) is about \( (30-40)% \). In both cases the simplification of the expression (21) does not contribute errors to the definition of energy position of the traps’ level. Remember that the traditional method of SCLC CVC gives 60-100% error of the traps’ concentration [24-25].

3. Methods of preparation and investigation of II-VI films

Thin films CdTe, ZnS, ZnTe were prepared on glass substrates in vacuum by close-spaced vacuum sublimation (CSVVS) [49-50]. For further electrical investigations we have deposited hard-melted metal conductive layers on the main substrate by electron beam evaporation (Mo – for CdTe, ZnS; Cr, Ti – for ZnTe). The up-source contact (In(Ag) or Cr in dependence on the conductivity type of the semiconductor) was deposited by the vacuum thermal evaporation. Under condensation of the films of binary compounds the chalcogenide stoichiometric powders were used.

The common temperature of the evaporator was \( T_e = 973 \) K for zinc telluride, \( T_e = (1200-1450) \) K for zinc sulfide and \( T_e = (933-1023) \) K for cadmium telluride. The substrate temperature was changed in a wide range \( T_s = (323-973) \) K. Time of deposition was varied: \( t = (10-30) \) min.

Morphology of the samples’ surfaces was investigated by optical and electron microscopy. Jeffries’ method was used to determine the arbitrary grain size \( (D) \) in the condensates. The films’ thickness \( (d) \) was measured by fractography and interferential methods. The element composition of the layers was studied by X-ray spectroscopy (XRS) analysis using the energy-dispersed X-ray analysis (EDAX) unit or by Rutherford back scattering (RBS) technique (if it was possible). Structural examinations of the films were carried out by the XRD-unit in Ni-filtered Cu radiation of Cu-anode. The XRD patterns were registered in the range of Bragg angles from 20° to 80°. Phase analysis was provided by comparison of interplane distances and arbitrary intensities from the samples and the etalon according to the ASTM data [51]. Structural properties of II-VI films are investigated in [20, 49-50, 54-56].

Dark CVC at different temperatures and \( \sigma – T \) dependencies of the sandwich-structures (MSM were examined in vacuum by standard techniques (Fig. 1) [21-22].
The power of electronic scheme was estimated by source of stable voltage AIP 120/0.75 that provided a possibility of precise voltage regulation in electric circle in the range of \( U = 0.1 \div 120 \) V.

A current that passed through samples in the range of \( I = 10^{-9} \div 10^{-5} \) A measured by digital nanoampermeter. Voltage drop on sample was fixed by digital multimeters APPA-108N and UT70B. Sample temperature at investigation of electro-physical properties controlled by automatic feedback temperature controller “OVEN TRM10”, input signal from it fed from chromel-alumel thermocouple.

**Figure 1.** Typical electrical-type scheme for CVC and \( \sigma-T \) characteristic investigations of II-VI semiconductors films: 1 – heater holder; 2 – heater; 3 – glass substrate; 4 – lower conductive layer (Mo, Cr, Ti); 5 – collectors; 6 – thermocouple; 7 – II-VI film

The current mechanisms were identified by the differential method developed in [52-53]. This technique completely analyses \( j-U \), \( \gamma-U \) and \( d(\log \gamma)/d(\log U)-U \) functions, where \( \gamma = d(\log j)/d(\log U) \) and differentiates satellite and concurrent current mechanisms in the structures and defines the high-field mechanisms among all of them. When the CVCs of multilayered structures were determined by unipolar injection from the source contact the experimental curves were numerically studied by using low-temperature and high-temperature approximations of the IS method [43-45, 48].

PL spectra of CdTe, CdSe and ZnTe films were studied using the spectrometer SDL-1 under excitation of the samples by Ar-laser (\( \lambda = 514 \) nm for CdTe and \( \lambda = 488,8 \) nm for ZnTe). PL spectra from ZnS films are registered by MPF-4 Hitachi and xenon bulb (\( \lambda = 325 \) nm). The temperature in all experiments was stable in the range 4.7÷77 K by using the system “UTREX” [49]. The films CdTe, ZnTe were investigated in the range of edge luminescence, the films ZnS were studied in the impurity energy range.
At interpretation of the PL data it was suggested that the radiation had appeared as a result of electrons’ transfer from the conduction (valence) band or shallow donor (acceptor) levels to the deep LS in the gap of the material. Then the activation energy of the processes are defined from the expression:

$$\Delta E = \hbar \nu = E_g - E_s = E_g - (E_r + E_a),$$  

(26)

where $E_g$, $E_s$ are energy levels of the donors and acceptors in the gap of the material. The set of methods for defining parameters of LS in the gap allowed to enhance the accuracy of data obtained and to examine traps and recombination centers with wide energy range.

4. Determination of LS parameters of polycrystalline chalcogenide films by injection spectroscopy method and analysis of $\sigma - T$ functions

4.1. General description of CVC and $\sigma - T$ functions

Dark CVC of sandwich structures current-conductive substrate-film-upper drain contact were measured at different temperatures for examining electrical properties of Zn and Cd chalcogenide films and determination of parameters for LS in the gap of material. Besides that, the function conductivity-temperature was studied in ohmic sections of the CVC and in some cases in the square section of the CVC. Energy positions of donor (acceptor) centers in the films were found from dependencies $\log \sigma = f(10^{3}/T)$ taking into account their Arrhenius-like character [21-22].

As was shown by the study, the CVC of multilayered structures MSM is defined by the condensation conditions of chalcogenide films, their crystal structure, and material of bottom and upper metallic contacts. CVC of multilayered structures based on low-temperature condensates of II-VI compounds were linear or sublinear. For ZnTe-based MSM structures the CVC were defined by the Pool-Frenkel mechanism, and the data were linearized in the coordinates $\log (I/U) - U^{1/2}$ [52].

Fig. 2 plots typical double-log CVC measured at different temperatures. This figure also shows the function $\sigma - T$ measured at the ohmic section of the CVC.

It is found out that the $\sigma - T$ function of low-temperature condensates are linear with the slope to the $T$ axis decreasing at lowering the measurement temperature. These features are typical for the material with various types of donor (acceptor) impurities with different activation energy. The CVC of high-temperature condensates were somewhat others (Fig. 2). The linear sections are revealed, their slope to the $T$ axis increases as the measurement temperature decreases. It is typical for compensated materials [21-22]. The compensation effect appears more visible under sufficiently low experimental temperatures when the electron concentration becomes close to that of acceptor centers. The slope of the straight lines to the $T$-axis increases from the value $E_d/2k$ up to the value $E_a/k$, making it possible to define activation energy for donor and acceptor centers [21-22].
CVC of multilayered structures where chalcogenide films are prepared at $T_s > (500\div600)$ K were superlinear. As is analytically shown, they are determined by the unipolar injection from the drain contact. Typical SCLC CVCs of the examined films are plotted in Figs. 2-3. CVCs of high-temperature condensates in the range of high field strength a set of linear sections with various slopes to the $U$-axis was observed. As a rule, the sections with functions: $I\sim U$, $I\sim U^2$, $I\sim U^{3.5}$, $I\sim U^{8.10}$ were the most pronounced. In some cases after superlinear sections we have observed a square dependence $I$ on $U$, which had further changed again to the supelinear one with a very large slope $\eta$ ($\eta \sim 13\div25$). The current jump was revealed and the samples were turn on the low-ohmic state as an irreversible process.

Figure 2. CVC of the structure Cr/ZnTe/Ag at various temperatures: ● – $T = 298$ K; ▲ – $T = 303$ K; ▼ – $T = 308$ K; ■ – $T = 313$ K; ● – $T = 318$ K; ● – $T = 323$ K, and the dependence $\log\sigma - 1/T$ obtained from the ohmic section of the CVC. The film is prepared at $T_e = 973$ K and $T_s = 823$ K

Figure 3. Double-log SCLC CVC of multilayered structures Mo/CdTe/Ag and results of their differentiation. CdTe films are prepared at $T_e = 893$ K and various $T_s$: 723 K (a); 823 K (b)
The features of the CVCs are clearly shown in functions $\eta - \log U$ giving a possibility to reveal a fine structure of the CVCs (Fig.3). Each point of this graph defines the slope of the CVC in double-log scale to the voltage axis. Dependencies $\eta - \log U$ were obtained by differentiating the CVC in every experimental point. As it was mentioned above, the problem mathematically reduces to the building smoothing cubic spline which approximates experimental data and its differentiation at the sites.

The curves $\eta - \log U$ resulting from the working-out of the SCLC CVC showed 1-4 maximums in correspondence to the sections of sharp current increase in the $I - U$ dependencies. The most often values of $\eta_{\text{ext}}$ were 8-10. Sometimes the functions $\eta - \log U$ were practically revealed.

Horizontal sections with the almost constant slope $\eta > 2$ were also observed. It may be explained by the presence in the samples of sets of monoenergetical or quasi-monoenergetical levels traps of various energy position and concentration or by availability of the exponential (or other form) LS energy distribution. The specific points of CVCs were used for calculating trap parameters in the material, the ohmic sections helped to find specific conductivity of the layers $\sigma = (10^4\div10^5) \ \Omega\cdot m$. As a result we obtained the concentrical distributions of the traps in the gap of material $h(E) - E$, their energy position ($E_t$) and concentration ($N_t$).

At the high voltage the CVCs are typical for the unipolar injection, but, according to [52-53] there some other current mechanisms leading to qualitatively similar current-voltage functions. Thus, we had to identify them additionally according to the procedure described in [52] by analyzing functions $\log I - \log U$, $\eta - \log U$ and $\log \eta - \log U$. It allowed identifying high-voltage current mechanisms in the samples and defining (in some cases) their type.

For further definition of the dominant current mechanism in the base chalcogenide layer we calculated the discrimination coefficient $Q_{\text{ext}}$ in the extremum points of the function $\eta - \log U$ and compared it with coefficients typical for other mechanisms [52]. We have found $Q_{\text{ext}} > 10^6\div10^7$ almost in all cases, what is significantly larger than the values of $Q_{\text{ext}}$ typical for the field trap ionization and the barrier-involved current mechanism in the material. This, in turn, points out [52-53] that the extremums in functions $\eta - \log U$ are caused by filling-in of the traps in the material with charge carriers injected from the metallic contact. Using various analytical methods allows to conclude with a good reliability that the CVC’s features for multilayered structures with high-temperature chalcogenide layers ($T_s > 500$ K), were caused namely by the SCLC mechanism. Further we have worked out the CVCs due to injection currents only.

Fig. 4. illustrates a typical example of the CVC working-out. It is easy to see that the LS distributions are obtained under analysis of two different CVCs and they are in a good correlation.

To make the distribution more precise we have plotted in the same picture the Gaussian curve. It is seen that for examined polycrystalline CdTe films there are trap distributions in the gap with a form closed to that of the Gaussian one with a small half width $\sigma$. 
Broadening energy levels in CdTe layers prepared by the vacuum condensation may be due to statisticistical dispersion of polar charge carriers’ energy caused by fluctuative irregularities of the film crystalline lattice. This effect is enhanced near the substrate where the most defective layer of the film is grown. This region was an object for determining LS parameters by the method of SCLC CVC.

**Figure 4.** SCLC CVC and its derivative $\eta(U)$ for CdTe-based sandwich structures (a), and trap distribution in the gap of cadmium telluride (b): • − $j(U)$; ▲ − $\eta(U)$ (a); the energy trap distribution is resulted from the high-temperature IS method (b) (• − first measurement; ○ - repeating measurement at somewhat other temperature); the Gaussian distributions (solid line) are presented for comparison.

### 4.2. LS parameters from CVC and $\sigma−T$ functions

SCLC CVC was used for determination of trap parameters in the films. The low level of scanning LS spectrum was defined by the position of the equilibrium Fermi level $E_{F0}$, i.e. its position without charge carrier injection in the sample (ohmic section of the CVC), the upper limit was defined by the position of the Fermi quasi-level at the turn-on of the multilayered structures into low-ohmic state. The start position of the Fermi level was pre-defined by the equilibrium carrier concentration in the material, respectively, by the conductivity of the films. The calculations showed the position of the equilibrium Fermi level $E_{F0}$ was coincide or was close to the energy of the deepest LS in the corresponding samples. The Fermi level is fixed by the traps because the concentration of free carriers in the films is close to the full concentration of LS located at grain boundaries and in bulk crystallites of condensates. As a result, the deepest trap levels located lower than the energy of the equilibrium Fermi level were not revealed in chalcogenide films by the SCLC CVC method.

The possibility of revealing shallow traps in the samples ($E_\tau \leq 0.21$ eV, for ZnTe films) is restricted by their turn-on into the low-ohmic state stimulated namely by the LS. Thus, the SCLC CVC method had revealed the traps with energy higher positions. However, the traps with different energies also may exist in the samples as shown by the data from the slope of
conductivity-temperature functions in ohmic and square sections of the CVCs and luminescence spectra.

4.2.1. CdTe films

Table 1 presents some results of IS calculations for deep centers in polycrystalline and monocrystalline CdTe films. In the gap of the polycrystalline material are LS with \( E_1 = (0.68\div0.70) \) eV; \( E_2 = (0.60\div0.63) \) eV; \( E_3 = (0.56\div0.57) \) eV; \( E_4 = (0.51\div0.53) \) eV; \( E_5 = (0.45\div0.46) \) eV; \( E_6 = (0.39\div0.41) \) eV and concentration \( N = (10^{18}\div10^{20}) \) m\(^{-3}\). The concentration of these LS is in the range \( N_t = (10^{18}\div10^{21}) \) m\(^{-3}\) and mostly increases with closing their energy positions to the bottom of the conduction band. The traps by the profile \( h(E) = N\sqrt{2\pi\sigma}\exp\left(\frac{\Delta E^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \) are similar to the mono-energetical ones with a half width \( \sigma = (0.011\div0.015) \) eV. The dominant LS affecting SCLC CVC are the LS with energies \( E_t = (0.60\div0.63) \) eV; \( E_t = (0.56\div0.57) \) eV; \( E_t = (0.45\div0.46) \) eV. Only the traps (if revealed) with \( E_t = 0.40 \) eV had the larger concentration.

The LS were registered not only in polycrystalline films but also in monocrystalline layers. We have resolved the traps with \( E_t = (0.56\div0.57) \) eV; \( E_t = (0.52\div0.53) \) eV; \( E_t = (0.45\div0.46) \) eV and \( E_t = (0.40\div0.41) \) eV in the gap of the material. The monocrystalline condensates had lower resistance that the polycrystalline layers (10\(\div100 \) times), the equilibrium Fermi level in these films was placed more closely to the conduction (valence) band than that in polycrystalline films. Thus, the deepest traps were not revealed by SCLC CVC method in monocrystalline layers. So, the traps \( E_t \sim 0.70 \) eV and \( E_t \sim 0.62 \) eV found in polycrystalline films may be presented in lower-resistive monocrystalline films.

Ionization energies of the defects in the gap of CdTe were determined from the slope of functions conductivity-temperature in coordinate’s \( \log\sigma - 1/T \) [21-22]. Table 2 lists the results for polycrystalline and monocrystalline CdTe films. In high-temperature polycrystalline condensates the following activation energies were observed for conductivity: \( E_t = 0.15; 0.33; 0.40\div0.41; 0.46; 0.60\div0.61; 0.80 \) eV. In the monocrystalline films the LS had smaller activation energy: \( E_t = 0.06\div0.07; 0.13\div0.14; 0.22\div0.23; 0.29; 0.40; 0.46 \) eV. Activation energy \( E_t = (1.50\div1.52) \) eV is typical for high temperatures of the experiment and corresponds to the gap of the material. The comparison of the LS energy levels from the SCLC CVC and \( \sigma - T \) functions is carried out in Table 2. The values \( E_t \) from the \( \sigma - T \) functions correlate with those observed in CdTe films by SCLC CVC method.

The wide range of the traps revealed in CdTe condensates is obviously caused by investigation of disordered transition layer of the films formed under the film condensation near the substrate. In this layer may be presented foreign impurities adsorbed from the substrate and residual atmosphere under film condensation. Besides that for CdTe the concentration of uncontrolled residual impurities in the charge mixture can be \( N_t = (10^{20}\div10^{21}) \) m\(^{-3}\) which is behind the sensitivity of the IS method. These impurities can form a chain of complexes impurity-native defect producing deep levels in the gap of the semiconductor.
| Sample number | $d$, μm | $T_1$, K | $T_2$, K | $E_t$, eV | $N_t$, m$^{-3}$ | 0.63 | 1.7-10$^9$ | 7.3-10$^9$ | 1.5-10$^9$ | 8.1-10$^9$ | 0.35 | 0.031 | 0.028 | 0.032 | 0.027 | 0.023 | 0.023 | 0.027 | 0.027 | 0.027 | 0.027 |
|---------------|---------|----------|----------|-----------|----------------|--------|----------|----------|----------|----------|--------|---------|---------|----------|---------|----------|---------|----------|---------|----------|---------|----------|
| 1             | 8       | 743      | 1023     | 0.63      | 4.4×10$^{19}$  | 0.29   | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07| 0.29     | 0.06÷0.07|
| 2             | 19      | 748      | 948      | 0.61      | 1.7×10$^{19}$  | 0.45   | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23| 0.45     | 0.22÷0.23|
| (1st measurement) |         |          |          |           |                |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |
| 2             | 19      | 748      | 948      | 0.62      | 1.5×10$^{19}$  | 0.45   | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14| 0.45     | 0.13÷0.14|
| (2nd measurement) |         |          |          |           |                |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |           |          |        |          |          |
| 3             | 12      | 748      | 968      | 0.68      | 7.8×10$^{18}$  | 0.53   | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    | 0.53     | 0.030    |
| 4             | 9       | 723      | 893      | 0.62      | 6.6×10$^{18}$  | 0.56   | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    | 0.56     | 0.016    |
| 5             | 12      | 823      | 893      | 0.62      | 2.0×10$^{18}$  | 0.57   | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    | 0.57     | 0.023    |
| 6             | 11      | 753      | 933      | 0.62      | 4.6×10$^{18}$  | 0.52   | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    |
| (monocrystalline) |         |          |          |           |                | 0.41   | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    | 0.41     | 0.016    |
| 7             | 15      | 753      | 953      | 0.60      | 2.3×10$^{18}$  | 0.52   | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    | 0.52     | 0.019    |
| 8             | 26      | 758      | 978      | 0.61      | 3.6×10$^{18}$  | 0.56   | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    | 0.56     | 0.015    |

**Table 1.** Parameters of LS revealed in CdTe films by high-temperature IS

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_t$, eV</th>
<th>From SCLC CVC</th>
<th>From $\sigma-T$ dependencies</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polycrystalline films</td>
<td>Polycrystalline films</td>
<td>Monocrystalline films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.68-0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(V_{Te}^{2+} ) (0.71 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60-0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(Te_{Cd}^{2+} ) (0.59 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56-0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(Cd_{i}^{+} ) (0.56 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51-0.53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(V_{Te}^{-} ) (0.50 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45-0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>(Cd^{2+} ) (0.46 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.39-0.40</td>
<td>0.40÷0.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>(Te_{Cd}^{2+} \cdot V_{Te}^{-} ) (0.40 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.22÷0.23</td>
<td>(Cd^{2+} ) (0.20 eV) [57-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13÷0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.06÷0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Energetical positions of LS levels for defects in the gap of CdTe
As the chalcogenide films were not doped in-advance all LS found here are corresponding to native defects and their complexes with uncontrolled impurities. The interpretation is a challenge while the energy spectrum of PD in the gap of tellurium is studied not enough and identification in the most cases is not satisfactory (Table 3). For example, in [62] the levels $E_i$ of LS are studied by photoinduced currents (PICTS) and authors give more than 150 values of deep levels, where the sufficient part of them is caused by the native defects. More reliable are some theoretical works where energies $E_i$ are calculated («*ab initio*») [57-61]. We have used namely the data Wei [57-58] obtained from the first principles. Table 3 summarizes our results.

According to calculations the deep centers with energy position 0.71 eV are belonging to $V_{Te}^{+}$. We have experimentally observed the level $E_i = (0.68-0.70)$ eV which may be caused by this defect. Analogically, the LS with energies $(0.60+0.63)$ eV may be ascribed to the antistructural defect $Te_{V}^{+}$ $(0.59$ eV), and $(0.56+0.57)$ eV and $(0.45+0.46)$ eV to the interstitial cadmium in different charge states: $Cd_{0}^{+}$ $(0.56$ eV), $Cd_{0}^{+}$ $(0.46$ eV). The level 0.29 eV is also formed by the native defect bound with cadmium $Cd_{a}^{+}$ $(0.33$ eV). Different ionization energies of interstitial cadmium are due to its place in octo- or tetrahedral position in the crystal lattice of the material.

### 4.2.2. ZnTe films

Table 4.3 summarizes the results of calculations for ZnTe condensates in dependence on physical technical growth conditions. SCLC CVC method reveals set of trap groups with the most probable energy position $E_1 = 0.21$ eV; $E_2 = (0.32-0.34)$ eV; $E_3 = 0.57$ eV; $E_4 = (0.41+0.42)$ eV; $E_5 = 0.89$ eV. The concentration of the revealed LS is in interval $N_t = \left(10^{20} \div 10^{21}\right)$ m$^{-3}$. The LS with energy $E_i = (0.32-0.33)$ eV are dominant in the most samples and they determine the CVCs of the films.

The trap spectrum in ZnTe films can be partially checked by investigation of temperature – conductivity functions for the condensates. As shown by analysis of $\sigma$–$T$ functions in the Ohmic section of the CVC for high-temperature ZnTe condensates the following conductivity activation energies are typical: $0.05$ eV; $(0.14+0.15)$ eV; $(0.20+0.21)$ eV; $(0.33+0.34)$ eV; $(0.42+0.43)$ eV; $(0.51+0.52)$ eV; $(0.57+0.58)$ eV; $(0.69+0.70)$ eV and 0.89 eV (Table 4). Set of $E_i$ values from the $\sigma$–$T$ functions is in a good correlation with those in ZnTe films defined by SCLC CVC method (Table. 3) and low-temperature luminescence (Table. 2).

As the films ZnTe as CdTe layers were not doped in-advance all the calculated LS are due to native PD, their complexes, uncontrolled impurities and their complexes with native defects.

The LS in monocrystals and films ZnTe were studied by SCLC CVC in [24, 63, 64]. Authors [24] have found the trap parameters in monocrystalline samples by the voltage of complete trap filling-in: $E_i = 0.17$ eV and $N_t = 10^{20}$ m$^{-3}$. On the other hand, measurements of $\sigma$–$T$ dependencies in the square section of the CVC gave $E_i = 0.14$ eV and $N_t = 10^{23}$ m$^{-3}$ taking in mind the presence of traps in the material authors [64] calculated the LS density in ZnTe...
films prepared by laser evaporation technique: \( N_t = (4.2\div8.4) \times 10^{22} \) m\(^{-3}\). The trap energy is not defined in this work. In ZnTe films obtained by the electro-deposition the trap concentration is \( N_t = 3.6 \times 10^{21} \) m\(^{-3}\) [63].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters of film condensation</th>
<th>From SCLC CVC</th>
<th>From ( \sigma-T ) dependencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 623 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>( E_t, ) eV ( N_t, ) m(^{-3})</td>
<td>( E_t, ) eV ( N_t, ) m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 623 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.34 ( 8.6 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>0.34 ( 2.1 \times 10^{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 673 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.33 ( 5.3 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 723 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.34 ( 2.9 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>0.33 ( 4.1 \times 10^{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 773 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 823 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.32 ( 5.3 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 873 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.42 ( 2.1 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 623 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.35 ( 8.8 \times 10^{20} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s = 623 ) K, ( T_e = 973 ) K</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. LS parameters in ZnTe films from SCLC CVC and \( \sigma-T \) functions

As is seen from the Table 3, the trap concentration in ZnTe films is significantly lesser than that in condensates prepared by laser evaporation, electro-deposition methods and even in the monocrystalline material [23, 63- 64]. It shows a high structural perfectness and stoichiometry of the layers.

Nevertheless, the most levels found in ZnTe films may be identified with some probability. The level \( E_1 = 0.05 \) eV is commonly bound with single-charged dislocation \( V_{Zn}^+ \), and the level \( E_2 = 0.15 \) eV is bound with a double-charged \( V_{Zn}^{2+} \) Zn vacancy [65, 66]. In later works the second level is ascribed to Cu as to a traditional residual impurity in ZnTe, and the double-charged Zn vacancy is supposed to have a more deeper energy level 0.21 eV [66]. It is thought that the energy activation (0.36-0.40) eV [67, 68] is for the common substitution impurity in ZnTe, namely \( O_{Zn} \). The most deepest level 0.58 eV authors [67] ascribe to the Te vacancy \( V_{Te}^{2+} \) (interstitial zinc \( Zn^+ \)). The possible interpretation of LS in ZnTe films is listed in table 5.7. Other energy levels on our opinion are belonging to the uncontrolled impurities and complexes native defect-impurity.

We have revealed trap levels with energy position \( E_t = (0.22 - 0.25) \) eV and concentration \( N_t = (5.0 \times 10^{20} \div 1.5 \times 10^{21}) \) m\(^{-3}\) by the analysis of SCLC CVC in ZnS films. These LS may be localized in the gap due to presence of the interstitial Zn atom \( Zn^+ \). LS with energy position \( E_t = (0.24 - 0.25) \) eV were observed in [70] the thermo stimulated current technique.
Table 4. Energy positions of LS for defects in ZnTe gap determined from the slope of $\sigma^{-1}/T$ functions

According to the Arrhenius equation $\sigma - T$ functions allowed calculating conductivity activation energies in linear sections: $E_1 = 0.03$ eV; $E_2 = (0.07-0.08)$ eV; $E_3 = 0.15$ eV; $E_4 = (0.23-0.24)$ eV; $E_5 = 0.33$ eV; $E_6 = 0.46$ eV; $E_7 = 0.87$ eV.

4.2.3. ZnS films

Table 5 summarizes LS parameters calculated by SCLC CVC method and from the $\sigma - T$ functions in ZnS condensates prepared under various physical technical conditions. Reference data are presented for comparison. The table shows a correlation between our results and data obtained by other authors [71-74]. Besides that, there is a coincidence of defect energy positions defined from the SCLC CVC and $\sigma - T$ functions.

Table 5. LS parameters defined by analysis of SCLC CVC and $\sigma - T$ functions at ohmic section of the CVC for ZnS films prepared under various physical technical condensation modes
All the LS found here were not identified because of absence of corresponding reference data. Only the levels with activation energy $E_1 = 0.15$ eV and $E_2 = (0.22 \div 0.25)$ eV may be bound with single- $Zn^+$ and double charged $Zn^{2+}$ interstitial Zn atom.

5. Determination of LS parameters of polycrystalline chalcogenide films by optical spectroscopy (low-temperature photoluminescence)

Low-temperature photoluminescence (PL) is one of the most reliable tools applied for investigation of longitudinal, native, impurity and point defect ensembles in semiconductors. High resolution of the method makes it possible to examine not only bulk materials (bulk chalcogenide semiconductor are now good studied [75-87, 90-93, 96, 99-100, 102-104]), but also thin films, in particular, chalcogenide semiconductor thin layers. In this part we present data obtained by studying low-temperature PL spectra of ZnTe, CdTe and ZnS films. These results allowed monitoring and adding new results to those given by the IS method.

5.1. CdTe films

Fig. 5 (a, b) illustrates the typical spectra of these films. As shown, the spectra for both types of the films are significantly similar. A modest energetical displacement of lines in spectra from epitaxial films comparing to those from the polycrystalline layers films deposited on glass may be caused by presence of sufficient macrodeformations in the layers CdTe/BaF$_2$. PL spectra from CdTe layers have lines originated from optical transfers with participation of free and bound excitons, transfers valence band – acceptor (e-A), donor-acceptor transfers (DAP), the radiation caused by presence of dislocations or DP (donor pairs, DP) (Y - stripes); the spectra also have a set of lines corresponding to optical transitions where phonons take place (LO - phonon replica) [87-99].

Figure 5. PL spectra registered at $T=4.5$ K for polycrystalline films CdTe/glass (a), prepared at $T_e = 893$ K and various $T_s$: 473 K (1); 523 K (2); 623 K (3); 823 K (4) and for the epiraxial layer CdTe/BaF$_2$ (b): $T_e = 893$ K, $T_s = 798$ K.
Activation energies relative to the valence band (while the most samples were of p-type conductivity) were calculated using expression (26) (in analogy with description above).

The gap of CdTe at $T=4.5$ K was supposed to be $E_g = 1.606$ eV. The data are presented in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_i$, eV</th>
<th>Reference data, eV</th>
<th>$\Delta E_i$, eV</th>
<th>Recombination type</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>1.589-1.588</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>Exciton</td>
<td>$A^0X$, $A^-\text{Li}, \text{Na}$ [90, 92, 95, 99, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>1.568</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>Exciton</td>
<td>$(A^0\text{X})$-LO [90, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.545</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>0.061 (0.050) [13] (0.058-Li, Na)</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$A^-V'_\text{cd}$ [13, 94, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A^-\text{Li, Na}$ [90, 92, 99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(V_{\text{cd}}-O_{\text{Te}})$[97, 102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D-V_{\text{cd}}$ [13, 103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>0.068 (0.067-V_{\text{cd}})</td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>$D^-\text{A}$ [93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$D^-\text{A (Na)}$ [13, 92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.525</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>(e-A) LO</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.497</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>0.109 (0.107 [13]) (0.111 [13])</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$O$ [99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{\text{cd}}$ [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{\text{cd}}$ [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>1.474</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$Y$ [96-99, 101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$Y$ ($\alpha$-dislocations [93])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>1.459</td>
<td>0.149 (0.146 [13, 92])</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$(A$-$X$)-LO [101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$Y$ [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C_{\text{cd}}$ [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\text{ln}-V_{\text{cd}}^+)$ [13, 92, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.438</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$(A$-$X$)-2LO [101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>$(\text{ln}-V_{\text{cd}}^+)-2LO$ [13, 92, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>$(A$-$X$)-3LO [101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>$(\text{ln}-V_{\text{cd}}^+)-3LO$ [13, 92, 100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Principal lines of PL spectra of CdTe films and their interpretation

The lines due to exciton recombination in CdTe single crystals are well-known. Authors [13] show energy level diagram for the exciton localized on neutral donors or acceptors and possible transfers between these levels. Commonly the elements of 3rd Group (Ga, In, Al) and 7th Group (Cl, Br, I) are shallow donors in CdTe and ZnTe, and acceptors are the elements of 1st Group and 5th Group (Li, Na, Cu, Ag, Au, N, P, As). These elements are typical excessive impurities in compounds II-VI. Authors [13] also give the ionization energies of principal dopant impurities in CdTe: for the donors (13.67-14.48) meV, for
acceptors 56 (N) - 263 (Au) meV. We have used these values for further interpretation of the experimental results.

Unlike ZnTe condensates the peak bound with a free exciton recombination at energies $E_i = 1.596$ eV [12] had not been observed for CdTe films. However, the spectra showed a line caused by the recombination of exciton localized on neutral acceptor $\Delta X - E_i = (1.583 - 1.588)$ eV (1.589 eV [90, 92, 95, 99, 100]). This line indirectly demonstrated that the investigated films were of $p$-type conductivity and correspondingly low concentration of dopant impurities. Maybe there is a reason for absence of the peak bound with the exciton localized on the neutral donor $D^0X - 1.593$ eV [13, 90, 100] in the registered spectra. The excessive impurity (Li, Na) commonly is an acceptor in II-VI compounds which produces shallow LS near the valence band.

In some PL spectra of CdTe films we have observed the peak due to the phonon repetition of the line from the bound exciton ($A^0X$)-LO at $E_i = 1.567$ eV. The similar peak with $E_i = 1.568$ eV and $E_i = 1.570$ eV was also observed in [90, 100]. It should be noted that the excitation energy of the longitudinal phonon in CdTe is LO($\Gamma$) = 21.2 meV [13, 90, 92]. This value is almost coinciding with that observed experimentally (21 meV) showing our correct interpretation of the experimental data.

The most intensive peak of 1.545 eV was observed in PL spectra from polycrystalline films. The similar peak with energies $E = 1.55$ eV and $E_i = 1.545$ eV was registered by authors [92, 94, 97, 99, 103]. The common interpretation says that this peak is caused by the electron transition between the conduction band and acceptor (e-A) (a single-charged vacancy $V_{Cd}^-$ [94] or other shallow acceptor [92, 99]). Nevertheless, authors [13, 95, 103] point out this radiation as a consequence of presenting donor-acceptor pairs (DAP) where the acceptor is a native defect ($V_{Cd}^-$) [13, 103] or another uncontrolled shallow impurity [95]. Authors [97] have found the activation energy of corresponding donors and acceptors: 8 meV and 47 meV.

Results of investigated polycrystalline CdTe films in hetero structures CdTe/ZnS under air and vacuum annealing have given [97] another interpretation. It is supposed that the luminescence with 1.55 eV is due to oxygen presence in the material. In which form it exists in the material (substitutional impurity or oxide phase) is not established. However, authors [102] have studied the LS in CdTe single crystals by thermo electronic spectroscopy and demonstrated the energy level 0.06 eV bound with a complex ($V_{Cd}^−-O_{Cd}$).

Analyzing our results allows us to conclude that the peak $E = 1.545$ eV is rather due to the electron transitions between the conduction band and acceptor (a single-charged vacancy or DAP). Really if this peak was caused by oxygen we could it observed in PL spectra from both polycrystalline and epitaxial films but there are no such a peak in PL spectra from the films CdTe/BaF$_2$. Besides that no structural method had revealed the oxygen in these compounds The films under investigation have shown no registered donor impurities of considerable concentration, so the interpretation of this peak as a consequence of the DAP presence is lesser probable than that a consequence of e-A transition.
In some cases the PL spectra from the polycrystalline films showed an asymmetric peak 1.545 eV indicating that in reality it may be a superposition of two nearest lines. Mathematical analysis showed that the most probable position of the additional peak is \( E_i = 1.538 \) eV. The similar peak was observed in spectra from the epitaxial films CdTe/BaF\(_2\). The line with the same energy was revealed by authors [93] in PL spectra from deformed CdTe single crystals and is supposed to be caused by defects generated in the material due to slip of principal Cd(g)-dislocations. Authors [13, 92] explain the peak \( E_i = 1.538 \) eV as one of unknown nature. Similar interpretation is also in [89] where the line \( E_i = 1.539 \) eV is caused by DAP (here the acceptor is sodium, \( Na_\infty \)). The next peak \( E_i = 1.525 \) eV is likely is the phonon repetition of the previous one (e-A)-LO [96].

The PL line \( E_i = 1.497 \) eV was observed in [99] on monocrystalline CdTe samples under doping by ion implantation. As this line has appeared in the samples doped with oxygen only the authors suggest it is caused by the presence of this impurity. Other authors suppose this line is due to electron transitions between the conduction band and the level of the substitutional impurity acceptor \( Ag_{Cd} \) \( (E_i+0.107 \) eV) [13] or by native defect \( V^{-2}_{Cd} \) \( (E_i+0.111 \) eV) [13].

The wide radiation stripe in polycrystalline films at the energy 1.45 eV is separated in single peaks based on results from the PL of epitaxial films. They are shown in Fig. 5.

The peak 1.476 eV in [96-98] is due to longitudinal defects (dislocations and DP, a so-called Y-stripe). Authors [90, 98] assume the Y-stripe at \( (1.46-1.48 \) eV is caused by longitudinal defects (dislocations). Authors [99] make it more precisely: this peak is caused by the recombination of exciton localized on slipped Cd-dislocations. Authors [93] have investigated the photoluminescence of deformed CdTe single crystals and showed that the peak \( E_i=1.476 \) eV is not caused by the Cd-dislocations but is due to the electron states of \( 60^\circ \) Te(g)-dislocations (\( \alpha \)-dislocations). So that, the number of authors have the same opinion that this line in PL spectra is caused by the longitudinal defects. We also agree with this interpretation.

The lines 1.453 eV, 1.433 eV and 1.413 eV which are good resolved in spectra from the epitaxial films CdTe/BaF\(_2\) are very similar to 1LO, 2LO, 3LO repetitions of the peak \( E_i = (1.473-1.476) \) eV. However, the energy difference of these lines (\( \Delta E=0.0200 \) eV) does not coincide with the energy of longitudinal optical phonons in CdTe 0.0212 eV making it difficult to interpret the corresponding peaks unambiguously. At the same time, the analogous set of lines with the LO structure and the energy difference 0.0200 eV in the range \( \Delta E = (1.380-1.455) \) eV was observed by authors [101]. They have studied polycrystalline CdTe films deposited by vacuum evaporation at \( T_s = (723-823) \) K on glass and aluminum substrates. Authors [100] have examined undoped and doped with donor impurities (Al, In) CdTe single crystals and also have observed the PL stripe in the energy range \( \Delta E = (1.380-1.455) \) eV containing four lines with LO structure. The authors interpreted them as electron transition between DAP and their phonon repetitions. Authors [81, 91] suppose the wide peak 1.46 eV is due to the excitons localized in longitudinal defects, probably dislocations.
(Y-stripe). The lines 1.455 eV, 1.435 eV and 1.415 eV were observed in [94] from the polycrystalline CdTe films prepared by the gas-transport method. As we see the most authors have an unique opinion: the set of lines in the range $\Delta E=(1.413\div1.476)$ eV is due to longitudinal defects (rather dislocations), and their intensity [93] can be a measurement unit of these defects in the material.

For polycrystalline films (Fig. 5, a) the LO structure of the stripe caused by the longitudinal defects at energies ~1.45 eV has practically not been observed, maybe because of superposition with additional lines of another origin. The defect complexes in the material (A-centers) are also resolved by the PL in the same energy range (it can be considered as a partial case of DAP). According to [13, 97] A-centers ($V_{Cl}^{-}-D^{-}$) where Cl is a donor produce the line and its LO-phonon repetitions with energies 1.454, 1.433, 1.412, 1.391, 1.370, 1.349 and 1.328 eV. However, as is seen in Fig. 5, this stripe is displaced relatively to that observed experimentally, so the experimental PL spectra of CdTe films can be completely explained by these complexes only. The narrower stripe with peaks 1.458, 1.437, 1.417 and 1.401 eV produces the A-center where indium is a donor. This stripe has the better coincidence with experimental one but is also displaced. Besides that, it is difficult to explain why the A-complex is observed in the polycrystalline films and is not observed in the epitaxial layers while the charge mixture for both types of the films is the same. Thus we suppose the interpretation of the wide stripe in the energy range $\Delta E = (1.413\div1.4760)$ eV due to longitudinal defects is more reliable.

Under change of condensation conditions of polycrystalline samples we have observed the change of intensity for a stripe due to prolonged defects (~1.45 eV). As shows Fig. 5, as the substrate temperature increases from 473 K to 623 K the intensity of this stripe is decreasing and then it increases as the $T_s$ increases. These results have a good correlation with data of investigation of CdTe film substructure [49], this fact points out an enhance of the structural quality (lowering vacancy concentration) of the bulk crystallites in condensates under elevating substrate temperature up to $T_s=623$ K, but this quality becomes lower as the substrate temperature increases over 623 K.

As the substrate temperature elevated ($T_s>723$ K) the optical properties of CdTe films were strongly degraded forming a number of additional peaks in the PL spectra which finally become a bell-like curve without possibility to identify the separate lines. Morphological studies demonstrated further increase of the crystallite sizes in this temperature range. However, the volume of these crystallites becomes a high-defective one.

Table 6 summarizes results of PL spectra interpretation for CdTe films showing their high optical quality.

### 5.2. ZnTe films

Fig. 6 illustrates typical PL spectra of ZnTe films registered at 4.5 K. A number of lines is observed, their energies are indicated in the Fig. 6 and are listed in Table 7. Analysis and interpretation of the PL peaks are carried out according to reference data [75-89].
The low-temperature PL spectra of ZnTe films show a set of peaks originated from: i) optical transitions under participation of free (X) and bound on neutral donor (D^0X) and acceptor (A^0X) excitons; ii) transitions valence band – acceptor impurity (e-A); iii) radiation due to presence of longitudinal defects (dislocations, Y-stripe); iv) optical transitions where phonons of different type are participating (LO (0.0253 eV), TO, LA (0.0145 eV), TA (0.007 eV) -repetition).

We calculated activation energies of corresponding processes using the expression (26). The gap of ZnTe crystal at 4.5 K was supposed to be \( E_g = 2.394 \) eV. As the examined material was of p-type conductivity the activation energies were counted down relative to the valence band. Table 7 summarizes these data.

Optical transitions with energy \( (2.381 \pm 2.383) \) eV were observed in [68, 75-82, 84-86] where authors had studied monocrystalline or bulk polycrystalline ZnTe of high structural and optical quality. These transitions are commonly relating to a free exciton (X). Earlier [82] the PL line of \( E_i = (2.374 \pm 2.375) \) eV was suggested to be caused by the exciton bound on neutral acceptor (zinc vacancy \( V_{Zn} \)). Further [76-78] it was shown that other acceptor centers take part in forming such an excitonic complex, in particular, acceptor centers due to uncontrollable impurities (Li, Cu) in ZnTe are of interest. However, in the most recent works [68, 81] this line is ascribed to the exciton localized on shallow neutral donor (atoms of uncontrollable impurities from 3^rd and 7^th Groups of the Periodical System (In, Ga, Al, Cl, Br, I)). These impurities form in the gap of the material more narrower levels than the acceptor ones. The line with \( E_i = 2.371 \) eV which is energetically closed to that considered above is due to radiation of bound excitons [76-78, 81]; nevertheless the impurity (acceptor) in this complex has (obviously) somewhat larger energy level causing other energy of the stripe. These acceptors are native defects and uncontrollable excessive impurities (Li, Na, Ag, Cu).
According to [81], Li_Zn is the most probable candidate while it forms in the gap of the material energy level 60.6 meV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiation line, E_i, eV</th>
<th>Reference data, E_i, eV</th>
<th>Activation energy, ( \Delta E ), eV</th>
<th>Recombination type</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.383</td>
<td>2.375-2.383</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>Exciton</td>
<td>( X, n=1 ) [68, 76, 82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.375</td>
<td>2.375</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>Exciton</td>
<td>( A^X [76-77] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( A^X, D - In ) [68, 86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.371</td>
<td>2.374; 2.375</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>Exciton</td>
<td>( A^X, A - Li, Cu ) [68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.331</td>
<td>2.334; 2.332</td>
<td>0.060 ([0.061 – Li [75, 78]) (0.063 – Na [75])]</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>( A - Li_{Zn}, Na_{Zn} ) [75, 76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.301</td>
<td>2.307</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>(e-A)-LO</td>
<td>( A - Li_{Zn} ) [76-77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.270</td>
<td>2.270</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>( A - Ag_{Zn} ) [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.233</td>
<td>2.230</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>( A - Cu_{Zn} ) [75, 79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.208</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.194</td>
<td>2.195; 2.19</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>( Y_1 ) [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.159</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.151</td>
<td>2.155</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>e-A</td>
<td>( Y_1 ) [75, 76, 78, 84]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Principal lines in PL spectra of ZnTe films and their interpretation

It should be noted that the presence of excitonic lines in PL spectra from high-temperature ZnTe condensates points out their high optical and crystal quality. These lines are of sufficient intensity in the spectra from the films deposited at the substrate temperature \( T_s = 573 \) K and the larger intensity for condensates prepared at \( T_s = 673 \) K. Excitonic lines in the spectra from low-temperature condensates and layers manufactured at \( T_s > 773 \) K were not registered. Thus, the results of PL studies indicate that the films deposited at the substrate temperatures \( T_s = (623÷673) \) K are the most optically perfect layers. These data are coinciding with the results of investigations of substructural characteristics of ZnTe films reported earlier [54]. According to these data the dependence of the CSD sizes on the substrate temperature is a curve with the maximum at \( T_s = (600÷650) \) K. The minimal dislocation concentration is also observed in the films under these temperatures. The line \( E_i = 2.34 \) eV belonging [66] to \( V_{Zn} \) is not observed in spectra of the radiation recombination in ZnTe films. This fact is also confirming high stoichiometry of the films under study.

The set of nearest lines in the energy range \( \Delta E = (2.30\div2.33) \) eV and \( \Delta E = (2.17\div2.25) \) eV authors [76-79] ascribe to the electron transitions from the conductance band to the shallow acceptor levels formed by Li or Cu atoms and their phonon repetitions (LO – 25.5 meV). There are stripes 2SLi, 3SLi, (e-A) Li, 2P Li, 4S Li, 4S Li-LO, 2SCu, 3SCu, 4SCu, 2SCu - LO, 2SCu - 2LO and others. Experimental and theoretical values of the activation energy for ground and excited states for the main excessive impurities in ZnTe (lithium and copper)
are reported in [76]. They are in the energy range \( \Delta E = (0.0009\div0.0606) \) eV for Li and \( \Delta E = (0.001\div0.148) \) eV for Cu. However, in [65] the line \( E_i = 2.332 \) eV is supposed to be due to other excessive impurity \( Na_{Zn} \), and in [82] this line is due to the native defect \( V_{Zn} \). Another optical transition \( E_i = 2.27 \) eV authors [77] ascribe to the Ag impurity 2S Ag.

What about the peaks in the energy range \( E = (2.10\div2.21) \) eV. These transitions were for the first time observed in [75-79] and authors had called them \( Y \)-lines. They are ascribed to the distortions of the crystalline lattice of the material near incoherent twin boundaries, dislocations and other longitudinal defects where the dangling bonds are formed in the semiconductor material. So that, the lines \( E_i = 2.159 \) eV and \( E_i=2.194 \) eV can be interpreted as \( Y_2(2.155 \text{ eV}) \) and \( Y_1(2.195 \text{ eV}) \) [75]. They are due to longitudinal defects and the change of their intensity may point out the change of these defects concentration in the material. Somewhat other energy position of the line due to oxygen \( (2.06 \text{ eV}) \) is reported in [66]. Thus, analysis of the reference data has forced us to conclude that PL lines in the energy interval \( \Delta E = (1.835\div2.055) \) eV are rather caused by oxygen, its complexes and phonon repetitions. If it is true, the analysis of PL spectra from ZnTe films indicates the increase of the oxygen content in the samples under increasing the condensation temperature. Actually, if there is no oxygen in the samples prepared at 573 K, its concentration in high-temperature films \( (T=773 \text{ K}) \) is sufficiently larger. Oxygen concentration in the material strongly depends on the vacuum conditions under the film preparation and the charge mixture quality.

5.3. ZnS films

Low-temperature photoluminescence is the most reliable tool for examining wide gap materials providing minimization of overlapping peaks due to various recombination processes. The typical PL spectra from ZnS films at 4.7 K are shown in Fig. 7. The detailed analysis of the PL spectra (identification of complex broadened lines) was carried out by ORIGIN program. Maximums of the peaks revealed by this analysis (Fig.7) are noted by vertical lines.

It should be noted that the PL spectra registered at various temperatures of experiment have no sufficient distinctions except those with somewhat larger line intensities in spectra obtained at 77 K. Analysis of the spectra shows that for ZnS films deposited at \( T_s = (393-613) \) K the peaks with \( \lambda_i = 396 \text{ nm} \) (\( E_i = 3.13 \text{ eV}) \) and \( \lambda_i = 478 \text{ nm} \) (\( E_i=2.59 \text{ eV}) \) are dominating. Further working-out of the spectra demonstrated that the peak \( \lambda_i = 396 \text{ nm} \) is asymmetric (Fig. 7) what is may be explained by the superposition of two closely placed lines. The spectra also have low intensity peaks with \( \lambda_i=603 \text{ nm} \) (\( E_i=2.06 \text{ eV}) \) and \( \lambda_i=640 \text{ nm} \) (\( E_i=1.94 \text{ eV}) \).

PL spectra from the films prepared at higher \( T_s \) is sufficiently changed. There is a number of overlapping peaks where the most intensive ones are in the wavelength range \( \Delta \lambda_i = (560\div620) \text{ nm} \).

Under interpretation of PL spectra from ZnS films we have calculated the activation energies of processes causing the corresponding lines. We also have suggested the PL
radiation took place under transfers of electrons from the conduction band (or shallow donors) to the deep LS in the gap of the material. Then the optic depth of the energy level of the defect ($\Delta E$) relative to the valence band causing the spectral peak may be found from (26) supposing the optical gap of the material at 4.5 K is $E_g = 3.68$ eV.

Taking into account that the chalcogenide films were not doped in-advance one can suggest that the lines in spectra are due to transfers of carriers between conduction band and LS caused by the native point defects, their complexes and uncontrolled impurities. We made an attempt to identify these LS according to reference data [104-108] (Table 8). As is shown there is a good correlation of our results and those obtained by other authors for ZnS single crystals.

**Figure 7.** Typical PL spectra for ZnS films (a) and the example of the peak differentiation (b)

The investigations have shown that the Schottky defect $V_{Zn}$ is a dominant defect type in ZnS films prepared at low substrate temperatures $T_s = (393-613)$ K. As $T_s$ increases the number of single-charged Zn vacancies in the condensates decreases, and concentration of double-charged Zn vacancies increases. In the films deposited at higher substrate temperatures $T_s = (653-893)$ K single-charged S vacancies $V_{S}^{+}$ and double-charged S vacancies $V_{S}^{2+}$ and interstitial Zn atoms $Zn_i$ are dominating.

Such features of the PD ensemble in the samples are obviously caused by processes of condensation and re-evaporation of Zn and S atoms from the substrate. Actually, at low $T_s$ the defect formation in the films is determined by higher S pressure comparing to Zn pressure in the mixture vapor providing Zn vacancy formation in ZnS condensates. As $T_s$ increase the PD ensemble in the material is determined by the more rapid re-evaporation of the same S atoms from the substrate resulting in production of Zn-beneficiated films. Sulfur vacancies and interstitial Zn atoms are being dominant defects in such condensates.
Table 8. Results of PL spectra working-out and their comparison with reference data (solid values are for peaks of maximum intensity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$, K</th>
<th>Measurement range $\lambda$, nm</th>
<th>$E_1$, eV</th>
<th>$E_2$, eV</th>
<th>$E_3$, eV</th>
<th>$E_4$, eV</th>
<th>$E_5$, eV</th>
<th>$E_6$, eV</th>
<th>$E_7$, eV</th>
<th>$E_8$, eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>393</td>
<td>360-640</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>450-720</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>450-720</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>893</td>
<td>450-720</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Delta E_i$, eV

- Exper. 0.55 0.71 1.09 1.34 1.55 1.62 1.74 1.89

Defect: $V_{zn}^{s}$, $V_{zn}^{s}$, $V_{zn}^{s}$, $V_{zn}^{s}$

- Ref. 0.60 0.70 1.10 - 1.40 1.40 1.90 1.90

Reference data: [107] [107, 108] [104] [104] [104] [104] [104] [104]

The PL spectra of ZnS films have also revealed low intensity lines from the activator impurity (Cu) and, possible, $S^{\text{-}}$ [106] or a complex defect ($O_{zn}V_{zn}^{s}$) [107]. Results of studying low-temperature PL allowed constructing energy position model of native point defects in zinc sulfide films prepared by quasi-closed space technique (Fig. 8).

![Figure 8. The model of the level positions for native point defects in band gap of ZnS films](image)

To explain the experimental results we have used quasi-chemical formalism for modeling the point defects ensemble in the examined chalcogenide films in dependence on physical...
technical conditions of layer condensation. This method concerns all defects, electrons and holes as components of thermodynamic equilibrium in the bulk crystal (complete equilibrium of the point defects). Then the modeling procedure reduces to solving set of equations which describe penetration of point defects into solid from the gas state along with the equation of electroneutrality and intrinsic conductivity equation [109-110]. The most complete spectrum of the native defects was taken into account under modeling the point defects ensemble. Calculations were carried out for the complete defects’ equilibrium as well as for their quenching. Under modeling we have used energies of native defects formation obtained «ab initio» in [56-60]. Reference data of ionization energies of acceptor and donor centers of point defects in CdTe, ZnS, and ZnTe were used along with results of our experiments. Main data of modeling are presented in [111-116].

6. Conclusions

1. Express-method of IS providing maximum information on deep centers in high-resistive films based on analysis of SCLC CVC is developed and allows without additional studies
   - identifying current mechanism in the structure as SCLC;
   - receiving correct information on LS parametes in the gap of material: energy position, concentration and energy distribution immediately from the experimental CVCs without model framework.
2. Using IS method the LS spectrum in the gap of polycrystalline (and monocrystalline) films of II-VI compounds is examined. These results are checked and made more accurately by analysis of \( \sigma - T \) – functions and low-temperature luminescence.
3. Using the methods mentioned above in the gap of polycrystalline material are revealed the LS with following energy positions: \( E_{t1} = 0.05 \), \( E_{t2} = (0.14+0.15) \), \( E_{t3} = (0.20+0.21) \), \( E_{t4} = (0.32+0.34) \), \( E_{t5} = (0.42+0.43) \), \( E_{t6} = (0.51+0.52) \), \( E_{t7} = (0.57+0.58) \), \( E_{t8} = (0.69+0.70) \) eV (ZnTe); \( E_{t1} = (0.13+0.15) \), \( E_{t2} = (0.39+0.40) \), \( E_{t3} = (0.45+0.46) \), \( E_{t4} = (0.51+0.53) \), \( E_{t5} = (0.56+0.57) \), \( E_{t6} = (0.60+0.63) \), \( E_{t7} = (0.68+0.70) \) eV (CdTe); \( E_{t1} = 0.03 \), \( E_{t2} = (0.07+0.08) \), \( E_{t3} = 0.15 \), \( E_{t4} = (0.23+0.24) \), \( E_{t5} = 0.33 \), \( E_{t6} = 0.46 \), \( E_{t7} = 0.87 \), \( E_{t8} = 1.94 \), \( E_{t9} = 2.34 \), \( E_{t10} = 2.59 \), \( E_{t11} = 2.97 \), \( E_{t12} = 3.13 \) eV (ZnS) and concentration \( N=(10^{19}-10^{21}) \) m\(^{-3}\). Comparing reference data produced an identification of these levels as ones belonging to native point defects, uncontrolled impurities and their complexes. The wide range of LS revealed is due to high-sensitive methods used under investigations as well as because of examining traps in the intermediate layer of the films forming under condensation near the substrate.
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